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It was perfect weather for another wonderful week at Eagle’s Landing Day Camp.  We started off the
week with Messy Monday where campers were asked to eat their lunch without utensils including chocolate
pudding!   Tuesday was the Swim Meet at Liberty Lake where our Swim Team members won in a close match. 
Not only did they swim their hearts out, they showed good sportsmanship as well.  Was that Batman who just
walked by?   No, it was someone dressed up for the 6th Special Day of the summer, Super Hero Day.   Our
“superheroes” participated in a variety of activities including Spiderman Web Tag, Radioactive Relay, the Super
Hero Fly and the Super Hero Obstacle Course.  Thursday was Penny Pincher Day when our families donated their
loose change to benefit families in need.  All proceeds went to RISE.  Bubble Wrap day finished off the week of
fun with our campers dancing the Wobble on bubble wrap.  

Monday is the First Grade Breakfast and Second Grade Stay Late.  Wednesday is Carnival so there is no
visiting the entire day.  Have a great weekend.  Claire, Editor-in-Chief
   

    



Keep on Quacking!
     Now that we've reached the end of week 6, so much
has happened in 1st and 2nd grade! The campers
continue to have a fantastic time playing Ga-Ga,
making crazy creations in Arts & Crafts, doing trust
activities at Ropes, and swimming at the Pool and the
Spray Park!

     We are so excited for the 1st Grade Breakfast and
the 2nd Grade Stay Late next week! We cannot wait to
see the 1st Graders dressed up in their PJs, having
delicious French toast sticks, cereal and bagels. That
same day the 2nd graders are going to have an
awesome time at their Stay Late; swimming in the pool
and having tons of fun.  There’s even a special surprise!
We ask that all parents of 2nd graders to please log in
to your Camp In Touch accounts and fill out the 2nd

Grade Stay Late Form before Monday.

     Just a reminder to all parents, please remember to
apply sunscreen on your campers before they arrive
each day and to label everything that comes in to
camp.  We are battling against Lost and Found, and our
goal is to make sure each camper goes home with all of
their belongings.  

We only have two weeks left but we're going to make
sure these two weeks are even better than the past
six! Enjoy the rest of your summer!

Quack!

Kelly and Brian, Division Leaders, 1st and 2nd Grade

 Fun At Eagles Landing!
By: Cynthia Zhang and Anaya Crenshaw G6B YOLO

Eagles Landing is the best camp on earth! There
is so much to do here, like Swimming, Arts & Crafts,
Ga-Ga, the Zipline, and much, much more! Eagle’s
Landing Day Camp is a great place to spend the
summer. Last Friday was Fiesta Day and to celebrate
we had tacos for lunch.  They were really good!  We
have so many choices even at Swim.  There’s guard
start or pool games and races and competitions and
even water survival! We like the lunches, they have so
many choices like pizza, chicken nuggets, hot dogs,
hamburgers and even meatball heros!!! YUM! EAGLE’S
LANDING IS THE BEST CAMP EVER!!!!!!!!! :) 

Getting Through Summer, 
One Laugh at a Time

This summer has been a slammin’ great time
for the LIT and CIT boys. Their swag and awesomeness
cannot be beat. If you’re looking for the best group of
boys there is, then look no further; these boys have
you covered.

For the CIT boys, their talents and skills help
them stand out above the rest. If you’re looking for the
next Food Network Star, look no further than Steven
Abrams.  If you’re looking for three people to take over
for Curly, Moe, and Larry, then comedians Mark Brum,
Andrew Goldberg, and Robbie Meier are your men. If
you see something shining bright in the distance, it’s
not gold you’ll find, but Jack Camins’s contagious
bright smile.  He is an all-around camper, enjoying all
camp has to offer.  Scott Richards can be seen tearing
up the Volleyball Court.  He also works well with all
members of the group.   Move over Nemo, the real fish
of the sea, or pool we should say, are Daniel Burke,
Andrew Yager, and Austin Mitchell for always
swimming and helping out in their groups. Jacob
Krause always impresses with his stylish lids, but it’s
Sam Weiss who can rock the Mets shirts proudly. Evan
Dekhayser can take anyone down in baseball, but
Anthony Murano has you beat when it comes to those
Computer games. If you’re looking to learn the
language of love, and yes we mean French, then come
talk to Sam Tang oui, oui. Last but not least, Jeffrey
Goldstein and Jake Singer can tell you about all six
trillion Pokémon. There may not be that many, but
they’ve got the drive to catch them all!

The LIT boys are always on the move. Louis
Consentino has a quick hand when it comes to playing
Ping-Pong. Ronaldo Solano and Christopher Martinez’s
swift feet help make them an asset to any soccer team
they join.  World Cup here we come! Better yet, the
NBA’s next all stars Justin Samuels, Xavier O’Brien, and
Adam Serenkin make the Heat look like amateurs. Evan
Kupsch has quick fingers when it comes to typing on
the keyboard, and Doug Fisher can school anyone in
Tetherball. If a ball is coming at you, don’t worry
because Mason Sontag’s quick Lacrosse techniques will
save the day. Down at the pipes, Thomas Van Cak can
be seen working hard to become the next Tony Hawk.
His skateboarding skills are real chill. The next
president of the United States is sure to be Daniel
Salowe with his quick thinking and creativity in weekly



Week 7 Camp Schedule

08/12 1st Grade Breakfast
2nd Grade Stay Late

08/13 Pajama Day
Wear your pajamas to camp today
Don’t forget your bathing suit underneath
Girls 6/7/8 Overnight

08/14 Carnival
No Visiting Today

08/15 Lower Camp Shows
6/7/8/9/10 Trip to Sandy Hook
Boys 6/7/8 Overnight

08/16 Counselor Beauty Contest
It’s Silly

meetings. He’s got our vote! He may have some
competition from Dhanush Gandham, though, whose
quick eye and great talent can make him a top
contender.

Our summer may only be half way over, but
there are definitely more memories to be made!
Broski’s for life!

Jordan DL, Brendan Fitzpatrick Counselor

Jenn’s Cooking Corner
Cupcake Mold Pizza

Ingredients
Pillsbury refrigerated pizza
dough
Pizza sauce
shredded cheese
cupcake tin or muffin tin

Directions
Preheat oven to 425EF and grease the cupcake tin. 
Separate the dough into 4 equal parts and press into
sections of the tin.  Dough should cover the side. 
Cover dough with pizza sauce and cheese.  Add
additional toppings as desired.  Bake for 10-15
minutes.  Enjoy.

Fun With Ceramics!

We’ve been very busy learning new ceramic
techniques. Campers have been applying the “score &
slip” method with hand building, slab and flat ceramic
projects. First and Second Grade campers have been
raving about the swarm of aquatic creatures they have
made. Meanwhile, Soarin’ Sammy, our Camp mascot,
should be flying home with our Third, Fourth & Fifth
Graders. Our Kiddie Kingdom friends are such fast
learners! They have been able to make higher level
projects such as pinch pots. Upper Camp and CIT
visitors to Ceramics have been perfecting their talents
and really amazing us with their creative pieces!
There’s a lot more to learn this Summer, and so many
awesome projects to make. We can’t wait to see you
again in Ceramics!

Jenn and Jen, Ceramics Instructors

Eagle’s Landing Inaugural Summer

Upper Camp is having so much fun during our
first summer at Eagles Landing.  During week one 6th ,
7th , and 8th grades went to Rebounderz for their first
trip, and the 8th grade went on their first half day trip
to an ice skating rink.  Week two started with an
exciting trip to New York City to experience Ripley’s
Believe it or Not.  The 8th grade ended the week at
Sandy Hook Beach.  Week three was a trip Tubing
down the Delaware River.  The campers were fantastic
and did an excellent job battling the sun and the river. 
The 8th grade ended the week at the Microsoft Store
for some computer training.  During week four we took
our annual trip to Jenkinsen's Beach, and the 8th grade
went to Mini Golfing for their second trip.

Week five was awesome, starting with a
Scavenger hunt in the town of Westfield, NJ where
everyone had a great time, and ended the week with
the 8th grade going to lunch at a Hibachi restaurant. 
Which brings us to week six, for an awesome outdoor
adventure to Combat Sports for Laser Tag.  The 8th

grade finished the week Roller Skating.  So as you can
see Upper Camp travels often.  We also participated in
our first Intramural Sports League with three other
camps.  We competed in Basketball, Softball/Baseball,



Soccer, Flag Football, and Ultimate Frisbee.  The
campers loved the experience of travelling to other
camps to play against their peers, and are looking
forward to next year.

When not on trips, upper camp has enjoyed
numerous electives such as zip line, flag football,
Cooking, Baking, and Mad Science to name a few.  Let's
just say that there are so many amazing activities to
do, and we anxiously await Carnival during week
seven.

Sue and Rob Upper Camp Division Leaders

Jumping into Fun
We can't believe that camp is almost over!

We're sad to see the summer go so fast, but are
excited to see what the last 2 weeks of the summer
have in store. Emily Wyand, our newest edition to GKA,
is fitting in perfectly. She showed off her athletic
abilities in basketball by making two baskets and
encouraging her friends! Eden Winston was a star on
the T-ball field, and can run around the bases as fast as
lightning. Ella Weber has completely broken out of her
shell, and is constantly coming up with new games to
play with the rest of the girls.  Sophia Vriesendorp can
give Hope Solo a run for her money because she
jumped right in the soccer goal during Steal the Bacon
and cracked everyone up!  She even made an
incredible save that was talked about for days. Then
you have Amanda Seidler, or Nugget as we like to call
her, who can dance her tush off like no other! She's
constantly dancing to the beat of the drum. Next
there's Jolie Salamon who is a pro when it comes to
Nature! She is fearless when it comes to petting the
animals, and loves the snake Sunny! Isabella Rubino is
no stranger to the kitchen when it comes to making
chocolate covered pretzels. This little baker even
covered her pretzel with sprinkles to make it more
delicious than before! Sophia Demarest is so creative
at Arts & Crafts. She painted a gorgeous picture that
should be in an art museum! Ally Beckman is becoming
quite the swimmer! She can now go under water with
no problem and loves playing in the pool! As week six
comes to an end, we are more excited than ever to
jump right into week seven!

Alex, Counselor and Brianna, JC GKA

T h e  S u m m e r  o f  R o c k
Rockin’ along this summer, the Rockstars of BKC

sure know how to have fun.  Starting the BKC tour is
our Mini Golf all-star, Jack Rubin.  He loves to get a
hole in one.  Next is the artist of the group, Ritik
Thukral.  From piggy banks to making pizza, Ritik enjoys
using his creative side.  Matthew Bershad showed us
how brave he is when he held a snake in Nature, that
was his favorite part of the week.  Benjamin Stoeckel’s
favorite part of the week is running around the Spray
Park, especially standing under the buckets. Brendan
Kasner loves going to Computers and playing Angry
Birds Space.  He got the high score for BKC!  DJ Pearce
runs around the playground with a smile from ear to
ear.  His favorite part is racing down the big green slide
and chasing his friends.  As the Kiddie Kingdom Show
comes closer, our little dancer of the group, Justin
Bryan is in sync with the rhythm of the jungle music. 
Last but not least, Ty Hecht shows us all of his super
tricks in Swim.  Ty has grown so much as a swimmer
since the first week.  The boys of BKC are having a
rockin’ summer and we can not wait to see what’s still
in store.

Monica and Steph, Counselors BKC

The Glass is Always Half Full

Eagle’s Landing kicked off its sixth week with
the 6th graders leading the way with teamwork and
fun.  We’ve all enjoyed the cooler weather.  

For our Division Leader Time, B6A competed in
a Home Run Derby.  Logan Nadelman, Jake Salas, Jake
Descoteau, Scott Herzberg and Jack Richards were just
five of many great home run hitters in the tournament. 
B6B ultimately won the tournament, but a great effort
was displayed by everyone.  Nigel Scott is the go-to guy
on the basketball courts, while Bernard Shuravesky is
the King of Tetherball.

One of our favorite trips this summer was the
scavenger hunt around Westfield’s beautiful
downtown.  Dan McNicholas, Matt D’Aloia, Tyler
Sonatore, Robert Innes and Steven LaBarbera were
some of the key contributors in the hunt.  The campers
also had the opportunity to visit some of the great
food and drink stores around the downtown.

Some might think camp is half over, but
considering the positive attitude and fun the campers
are having, it’s definitely a glass is half full situation.

Matt, Counselor and Sam, JC B6A



An Action-Filled Week
It was an awesome and action-filled week for

the boys of B5A.  Connor Bassi had an exciting week in
which he had the opportunity to ride horses at
Farrington Farms.  Chris Bavaro dominated on the
softball field getting two hits and making defensive
stops left and right.  Theo Blume and first week camper
Dominic Dipierro had a great time in Cooking where
they made pizza bagels.  Both Brandon Heyman and
Brendon Kupsch loved Wall Ball,winning a game each
against their CIT and counselor.  Aiden Puchalik had a
fantastic time at Tennis where he played King of the
Court.  Brendan Reiss and Joe Salesi liked Ping Pong,
each winning multiple games.  Joel Simon and Logan
Weiss loved Mad Science and had a great time in the
group’s activity.  Overall, it was a spectacular week for
the boys of B5A

Alec, Counselor and Evan, JC B5A

Can’t Wait for What’s In Store
Once upon a time in Upper Camp Land, there

lived a fantastic group of eight 6th grade girls who 
cannot believe it is already the end of week 6!  This
week, Sarah Butler had an awesome time zipping down
the Zipline.  Janna Tepperman loved making lasagna in
Cooking.  Samantha Saunders spent a lot of time
playing Ga-Ga.  Cynthia Zhang had a blast swimming
with her friend Anaya Crenshaw.  Ragan McKenna and
Carla Evans danced it up in DDR.  Finally, Dana
Wasserman was so excited to have the opportunity to
participate in the Swim Meet at Liberty Lake.  We can’t
wait to see what’s in store for week 7.

Jamie and Dana, Counselors, Jules, JC G6B

Another Great Week
It was a great week for B3C.  Connor Beckman

and Kelson Lowrie had nice shots in Archery.  Avery
Gordon blasted off in Rocketry.  Michael Rosenthal had
a nice shot in Hockey.  Brian Steinberg and Brandon
Cavalli had excellent games of Ga-Ga.  Daniel Miller
had a good hit in Softball. Liam Rosen made some nice
baskets in Basketball.  Jared Sandberg had a good time
at the Swim Meet.  Julian Dutemple thought finding
things while Geo-cashing was awesome.  Jeremy
Goldberger and Brenden Coulthard had a fantastic
time making Angry Birds in Arts & Crafts.  Overall it was
a really fun-filled week for B3C.

George, Counselor and Nikhil, JC B3C

An Amazing Week
B3D had an amazing week.  Spencer Branin did

a great job at the Swim Meet against Liberty Lake. 
Michael Tepperman and Marc Anthony Gonzalez loved
playing softball.  Ajay Pooran was awesome in
Ceramics.  Chris Holmes and Nosagie Obadiaru enjoyed
playing Wall Ball.  Dominic Liquari and Jack Progebin
loved playing in the Spray Park.  William Gammon had
the best time in Mad Science this week.  B3D had an
awesome 6th week at Eagle’s Landing.

Matt, Counselor and Nick, JC B3D

Fantastic Week 6
This was a fantastic week at Eagle’s Landing. 

Masoc Kloc was great at Basketball, passing to his open
teammates.  Michael Lopes was very fast going up the
tower and flying down the zipline at Ropes.  TJ Meehan
put on every topping available at Cooking.  JP Meehan
had a lot of force behind his Tennis shots.  Travis Hoff
used his powerful baseball swing.  Ryan Schreier has a
booming kick scoring goals in Soccer.  I’m sure the
upcoming weeks will be even more awesome.

Kyle, Counselor and Nikhil, JC B3B

Enjoying a Wonderful Summer
B5C is enjoying our wonderful summer at

Eagle’s Landing Day Camp.  Middle Camp is looking
forward to the second overnight of the summer.  Billy
Yatsko has a special charm that has made new campers
feel right at home.  Tej Gandham and Ari Greenberg
enjoy Monday afternoons at Archery.  Kendall Fields
loves his electives especially Cooking and Computers. 
Aditya Kumar and Justin Maroldi are new members of
B5C. They both fit right in, enjoying al the activities
offered here at camp.  We are so happy to have Kunal
Yeolekar back this week.  His smile and eagerness to
participate in all activities brings a positive vibe to our
group.  Jonah Altmann also returned this week and had
a 
great time at his kickball elective.

He is a great Ping Pong player as

 well.

Evan, Counselor and Sagie, JC B5C



An Amazing Week

Week 6 has been amazing for B3A.  Jack Stoekel
participated in the Swim Meet at Liberty Lake and had
a blast.  Alexander Aizley shot some arrows in Archery
and even got a bull’s eye.  Evan Warner and Harrison
LaRaia enjoyed their time during Super Hero Day. 
Andrew Kenny had an awesome time in the Ga-Ga pits,
showing off his cool skills.  Meanwhile in Tennis,
Nathan Lipton and Dorone Erlich had so much fun
playing King of the Court.  Finally, Luke O’Brien was in
Woodshop making some awesome projects.  Three
fourths of camp might be over, but B3A will make the
best out of their last two weeks.

Greg, Counselor and Nick, JC B3A

L e a p i n g  t o  N e w  H e i g h t s

The Jumping Jellybeans of BKA have leaped to
new heights these past few weeks of camp!  They have
all grown so much from the first week of camp and
have really become the best of friends.  Ciara Van Ness
is the Top Chef of BKA.  She had a blast smashing up
the ingredients for the Dirt Cup.  All aboard, Frank
Gangemi has taken the role of the conductor on the
wooden train.  He loves calling his friends onto the
train for a ride around to all the best places.  Adrianna
Lopez became the leader of our nature walk during
Ropes.  She loved pointing out all the trees and plants
to the group.  Leighton Carpenito brought out her
inner actress during Drama, she was a pro at acting out
all different animals.  You would’ve thought there was
really a big frog hopping around.  Alexander Coppola
showed off his scooter skills during Fantastic Fun, he
was certainly fantastic at scooting around and picking
up bean bags.  Ryan Weiss lights up when he sees the
playground and has mastered climbing the rock wall all
by himself.  Alexas Manzano is not afraid to show off
her awesome dance moves, she loves to be the life of
the party.  Cooper Powell whipped up delicious sugar
cookies in Baking this week.  He loved mixing the
ingredients, rolling the dough and most of all eating
the yummy creations.  Shay Patel was a pro in Soccer,
he was scoring tons of goals left and right.

We are excited to make the last two weeks the
most memorable of the summer!

Erika, Brenda and Kare, Counselors BKA

Still Going Strong
As the summer begins to wind down, the men

of BKB are still going strong.  Joey Kloc is an expert on
the scooters.  He uses his muscles and zips by the boys. 
Sonny-Lucas D’Amico is by far the best sharer in the
group, always lending a helping hand to those in need. 
Jacob Lynn is an Angry Birds master putting Nate from
Computers to the test.  Philip Neri enjoys playing
games with Abby and giggles the entire time while
chasing his friends during Duck, Duck, Goose.  Gavin
Salgado really breaks down the dance hut with Elliott
Genge as they prepare for our jungle show next week. 
Barry Solano has an endless amount of energy as he
chases the other kids playing dribble tag with Jason at
Basketball.  Anytime we see splashing, we know James
Verderami is swimming up a storm.  Josh Goldenfarb is
about to win an Eagle’s Landing Tony Award for his
acting skills in Creative Dramatics with Pat.  Brandon
Buchan is very skilled with Dani in Arts & Crafts.  Aiden
Fung enjoys spending his time kicking around the
soccer ball with Sharif.

It has truly been an incredible summer so far
and we are so thrilled that we were able to have such
wonderful campers.  We can’t wait for two more fun-
filled weeks!

Jamie, Counselor and Emily, JC BKB

A Fantastic Week

G4C had a fantastic week!  Each girl had an
unbelievable time at the overnight.  They especially
loved making s’mores and dressing the counselors
using only newspaper and tape.

Brooke Amberg and Riley Kornblum led the
Eagle’s Landing Swim Team to victory.  Brooke Amberg
showed off her butterfly skills, while Riley Kornblum
excelled in front crawl.  Shaina Garb made a delicious
all-star cupcake in Baking.  Gabriella Gaskell performed
a variety of dances, like the Wobble and Cotton Eyed
Joe.  Allie Hahn was the star at Archery.  Devin Hecht
was the MVP of the soccer game.  Jillian Mann was a
super chef, making pizza and cupcakes.  Karly McKenna
mastered the Ropes course.  We can’t wait for week 7.

Julia, Counselor and Gina, JC G4C



Menu Week 7

08/12 Pizza, Diced Peaches, Fresh Salad and
Chocolate Pudding

08/13  Chicken Nuggets, Fresh Salad,
Potato Chips and Watermelon

08/14 Baked Ziti or Buttered Noodles, Dinner
Roll, Fresh Salad, Cookies

08/15 Pancakes or Egg & Cheese on a Whole
Wheat Bagel, Watermelon

08/16 Meatball hero, Fresh Salad, Potato Chips,
Brownies

   

L Our salad bar includes fresh garden salad,

broccoli, tomatoes, cucumbers, chick peas,
celery sticks, carrot sticks, shredded cheddar
cheese, croutons, sliced beets, three bean
salad, pasta salad, low fat natural fruit yogurt,
fresh fruit, tuna, turkey or Sun Butter and
Jelly sandwiches on whole wheat bread, and
whole wheat bagels with cream cheese or
margarine (dairy free). 

L Special dietary concerns including kosher,

vegetarian, and food allergies can be
accommodated.  

L All food is baked and contains no trans fats.

Nothing is fried.

L Ice cream or ices are served as a snack

every afternoon to the entire camp. 

L Eagle’s Landing is “Peanut Aware.”  All of our

food is free of nut derivatives, including
peanuts. 

Laughs and Smiles All Around

It’s nothing but laughs and smiles with the G2A
Glittery Seals.  This week Jocelyn Bassi made the most
delicious ice cream cone cupcakes during Baking. 
Alexis Bershad created the coolest robot during Arts &
Crafts.  Sarah Brown had a blast exploding rockets
during Mad Science.  Eliana Fass had tons of fun
playing the Movement Game during Creative
Dramatics.  Peyton Maniaci had a great time playing
Diner Dash during Computers.  Sienna Mayo learned
two new dances and performed them like a pro.  Maya
Salzberg swam like a fish during Free Swim.  Samara
Stein showed off her skills as the Ga-Ga champion of
the group.  Ava Gallucci loved learning about an old
record player during Music.  We are all so sad to see
Ava leave us for the summer, but can’t wait to see her
again next year.

Jessica, Counselor and Caitlyn, JC G2A

Alissa’s Bake Shop
Polka Dot Cookie Bars

Ingredients
1 cup butter, softened
3/4 cup sugar
3/4 cup packed brown sugar
2 eggs
½ teaspoon vanilla extract
2 1/4 cups all purpose flour
1/3 cup baking cocoa
1 teaspoon baking soda
½ teaspoon salt
1 package (10 to 12 oz.) vanilla or white chips

Directions
In a large bowl, cream butter and sugars until light and
fluffy.  Add eggs, one at a time, beating well after each
addition. Beat in vanilla extract.  Combine the flour,
cocoa, baking soda and salt; gradually add to the
creamed mixture.  Set aside 1/4 cup vanilla chips; stir
remaining chips into batter.  Spread in a greased 15"  x
10" x 1" baking pan.  Sprinkle with reserved chips. 
Bake at 375E for 18-23 minutes or until a toothpick
inserted near the center comes out clean.  Cool on a
wire rack and cut into bars. 

Never Too Much Fun

There’s no such thing as too much fun for the
girls of G2B.  We kicked off this week in Ceramics
where Riley Sobolewski showed off her artistic side
when she painted the most colorful peacock we have
ever seen!  Stephanie Buttons and Sarah Hogan were
pros in Fantastic Fun’s Beanbag Toss earning two of
the highest scores.  Lauren Reiss and Rebecca Altmann
used their creative magic to make super cool robots
this week during Arts & Crafts.  It was a blast in Ropes
for Ava Verderami and Alexandria Brown when they
swung back and forth on the Cargo Net.  They never
stopped smiling.  Kaylin Matthews has become a Ga-Ga
champion as she is getting better and better every



Give Yourselves a 

Round of Applause!

Our Penny Pincher Day raised over

$800.00 for RISE, but we’d like to

do more.  Our goal is to double that

by Thursday, August 15
th

.  So keep

sending in your loose

change.  The division

with the most

donations will get an

ice cream party!

single week.  One of Emmy Winston’s favorite activities
of the week was Bake Shop where she made cupcakes
inside of a cone.  She enjoyed every last bite.  Every
week gets even better for G2B and we look forward to
what’s to come!

Kim, Counselor and Rachel, JC G2B

Learning Games to Love
What’s fun? Fastastic Fun is. We have had the

best time this summer so far. The Angry Birds Can
Game was voted #1. Kiddie Kingdom, 1st grade, and
2nd grade all used their overhand throwing skills to
knock down the evil pigs. Some knocked them all down.
The 2nd favorite Fantastic Fun game is scooter races.
Campers whished and whooshed down the black top.
Who knew a workout could be so much fun? 

During this week, we played a new game to
most of camp called Corn Hole. Using our coordination
and underhand throwing skills, we had to get the bean
bags into a hole. It was tougher than it looked, but
campers still did well.

More Fastastic Fun games coming up.....I have a
lot of games that you will love.

Abby, Fantastic Fun

Another Awesome Week
The B5Beasts had another awesome week! 

Zach Lacerte and Josh Stein were the champions of Ga-
Ga.  On Tuesday, Jake Feinerman and Jeremy Oliver
played great Basketball.  Meanwhile AJ Gabilanes and
Connor Gabilanes had a blast at the Swim Meet.  Tyler
Sommer showed off his batting skills and hit a home
run at Softball.  Later, Jaden Hecht was a beast at Wall
Ball.  We can’t wait for week 7 where we will continue
to have a blast.

Zack, Counselor and Evan, JC B5B

Amazing and Exciting 

G4A had an amazing 6th week.  We were all
excited to welcome back Hayley Boka, Lauren Melcer
and Becca Smoller along with our new addition, Sarah
Benson.  Sarah rocked out her first week at ELDC.  She
had so much fun with her new friends playing Red
Rover at Group Time. Haley got a beautiful manicure
from Gina during Girl Time.  Along with her perfect
nails, she added pretty braids to her hair.  Izzy

Newman absolutely loved our activities at the
overnight on Tuesday.  She had a blast searching for
Stephanie with her teammates, and dressing her up as
a handsome groom so she could walk down the aisle to
her bride to be, Dani.  Lauren Melcer had fun running
around camp during her Scavenger Hunt elective,
trying to find different objects.  Her team did an
awesome job finding as many things as possible.  Tori
Cohen’s favorite activity is Ga-Ga.  Whenever she has
free time, she wants to play, and as always, she ruled
the court.  Hannah Keenan was a true champion on 
Tuesday during the Swim Meet.  I don’t think ELDC
would have won without her.  Marin Kerker had a blast
at the overnight, as well where she made delicious
s’mores with her camp friends.  The next day, Marin
transformed into a super powerful towel woman fully
equipped with a goggle mask for Super Hero Day.  Julia
Perez made a beautiful butterfly in Ceramics that
looked like it was about to flutter away.  Rebecca Perez
once again ruled the Soccer field and she is definitely
the reason G4A is keeping up its winning streak against
G4C.  Rebecca Smoller’s favorite activity was Ropes. 
G4A played a new game called Hurricane Island Escape,
where everyone had to work together to get across the
tight rope.  Our completely reunited G4A had an
absolutely perfect week.  Even though we are so
excited for week 7, we are all so sad to see Marin
Kerker leave us.

Haley, Counselor and Gina, JC G4A


